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Abstract 
This paper presents a method for mechanically proving the soundness of a programming logic 
for a distributed programming language, in support of the development of verified program 
verification tools. We focus on: (I ) how to formalize the operational semantics of a distributed 
programming language; (2) how to formalize the concept of program correctness for distributed 
programs; (3) how to mechanically prove the soundness of a programming logic with respect 
to the formal semantics of the language; (4) how to use the mechanized and sound logic to 
develop verification tools with soundness guaranteed; and (5) how to accomplish all above in 
the same formalism. Our programming logic permits the verification of single processes executing 
in Isolation and, also, the verification of the composition of concurrently executing processes. 
Our method demonstrates that structuring the specification of operational semantics can ease the 
creation of a sound and mechanized programming logic for distributed programming languages. 
We believe that our method can be scaled up to larger distributed programming languages 
and their programming logics. The Cambridge HOL theorem proving system is used in our 
research. @ l999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Kqwds: Semantic formalization; Mechanization of programming logics; Distributed 
programming languages; Machine-checked verification 
1. Introduction 
It has been well recognized that program verification is important but difficult, be- 
cause proofs of program correctness are complex and tedious. Proof construction by 
hand is error-prone, especially for distributed programs where many cases have to be 
considered to address concurrency and nondeterminism. Mechanical verification has 
made the proof process more secure and manageable, because the proof construc- 
tion can be partially automated by a mechanized programming logic, i.e., a set of 
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axioms and inference rules, which is the core of many program verification tools and 
environments, such as [6, 10, 12, 151. When a program which has been mechanically 
proved correct is being put into operation, the correctness of its behavior should be 
guaranteed by the program verification conducted in a mechanized programming logic. 
Unfortunately, such a guarantee is not always available, due to the existence of a po- 
tential semantic gap between the mechanized programming logic, in which programs 
are verified, and the semantics of the programming language, based upon which the 
language is implemented and programs are written. Therefore, to achieve the goal 
of verifying program correctness, all steps of reasoning about the truth of cot-rect- 
ness formulas in a mechanized programming logic need to be justified by the sound- 
ness of the logic. The more realistic the programming language and its programming 
logic are, the more involved, tedious, and error-prone the soundness proof is. Thus, 
it is not only highly desirable but also necessary to mechanically prove the sound- 
ness of the mechanized programming logic with respect to its corresponding language 
semantics. However, most mechanized inference rules have unfortunately not them- 
selves been mechanically proved sound and therefore might imperil the proof con- 
struction process for verifying programs. That is, the programming logic, on which 
a program verifier is developed, is either only defined or at best manually proved 
sound. 
In order to bridge the semantic gap between a programming language seman- 
tics, used in programming and language implementation, and a mechanized program- 
ming logic, employed in program verification, the following issues need to be 
addressed: 
l How to formalize the semantics of the programming language; 
l How to mechanically prove the soundness of the programming logic with respect to 
the semantics; 
l How to eventually develop a verified program prover based upon the mechanically 
proved sound programming logic; and 
l How to accomplish all above in the same formalism. 
Gordon was among the first to address the above issues. Using the Cambridge HOL 
theorem proving system [9], he specified the semantics of a simple sequential program- 
ming language, and mechanically proved the soundness of a Hoare logic for it with 
respect to the semantics specified [8]. However, part of his language lacks a proper 
formalization, which made it difficult, even if not impossible, to reason about backward 
substitution in the programming logic as well as in his VCG (Verification Condition 
Generator). Homeier and Martin have improved on Gordon’s work [ 111. Because their 
while-loop language and its assertion language are specified in a uniform formalism, 
substitution can be handled by syntactic manipulation on the structure of assertions, 
which enabled them to verify their VCG. These two works provide a formalism for 
developing sound programming logics and verified program provers for sequential lan- 
guages. However, the formalism is not sufficient for creating a sound and mechanized 
programming logic for distributed programming languages, whose semantics are much 
more complicated because of concurrency and nondeterminism. 
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The focus of this paper is not on the “object-level” verification of programs by 
constructing proof outlines in a programming logic, which has been well discussed in 
[3,4,7, 16, 181. The purpose of our research, at a “meta-level”, is to provide a semantic 
formalization for distributed programming languages, which eases the mechanical 
soundness proof of programming logics in support of the development of verified 
verification tools for distributed programs. Therefore, this paper focuses on: how to 
formalize the operational semantics for a distributed programming language; how to 
formalize the concept of partial correctness for distributed programs; how to mechani- 
cally prove that a programming logic is sound, as the logical implication of the oper- 
ational semantics; how to use this sound logic to mechanically verify verification tools 
for distributed programs; and how to accomplish all the above in the same formalism. 
To demonstrate our method, we use a representative distributed programming language, 
a derivative of the SR concurrent language [Z] (which is somewhat similar to Ada), and 
its programming logic. The logic includes inference rules for verifying single sequential 
processes, for verifying the interprocess communication, and for verifying the compo- 
sition of concurrently executed processes that constitute the entire distributed program. 
The operational semantics of our distributed language is used in our work, because the 
same operational semantics can also ease the formal verification of the language imple- 
mentation, tirther strengthening the required semantic consistency between a language 
semantics and a mechanized programming logic for the same language. The scalability 
of our method to larger distributed programming languages and their logics is also 
addressed. 
Our work presented has been carried out using the Cambridge HOL theorem proving 
system that allows one to formally specify and prove theorems in a typed higher order 
logic. By using HOL, one can get the advantage of machine-checked properness in 
carrying out proofs. We use HOL in our research for many reasons. It allows the defi- 
nition of embedded theories, such as the programming language and the programming 
logic. The type mechanism in HOL allows the definition of abstract syntactic struc- 
tures, and allows the syntactic manipulation and the use of structural induction on these 
abstract structures. Most importantly, as a theorem proving system, proof construction 
process in HOL is secure because it has attained the level of rigor and reliance upon 
established mathematical techniques. 
Section 2 describes our distributed programming language. Section 3 describes our 
state transition model, which addresses the issues of atomicity, concurrency, and non- 
determinism, the basis for our semantic specification. Section 4 contains the semantic 
specification of our distributed programming language in terms of relations. The defi- 
nition of the set of relations is generic, which permits the extension of our semantics 
to other concurrent programming languages. Section 5 presents the soundness of our 
programming logic, i.e., what normally would be “axioms” and “inference rules” in 
a programming logic are mechanically proved as theorems in our method. Section 6 
shows the application of this proved sound logic, a set of theorems, to produce the 
correctness proof of an exemplary program verification tool. Section 7 concludes the 
paper and discusses our ongoing and future work. 
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2. The distributed programming language 
The language we use is intended to be a representative distributed programming 
language. In addition to those constructs basic to common sequential programming 
languages, our language includes the following features as shown in the syntax below. 
F def’stmt ::= Skip 
/ var := iexp 
) Send op(iexp) 
1 Call op(iexp) 
1 Receive op(var) 
) Receive op(var) suchthat bexp 
/ stmtl ; stmt2 
1 If bexpl + stmtl [] bexp2 + stmt2 fi 
1 Do bexpl + stmtl [] bexp2 + stmt2 od 
1 In opl(var) -+ stmtl [] op2(var) + stmt2 ni 
k def Prog :: = Co stmtl // ii stmtn OE 
l The guarded If (conditional) statement and the guarded Do (loop) statement. 
The bexp stands for a boolean expression. The stmt stands for a statement, and 
more general for a list of statements because of the recursive definition for the 
syntactic structure of statements. 
l The asynchronous Send statement. The iexp stands for an integer expression. 
The op stands for an operation, a communication channel (or a j$o message queue) 
shared by processes. Since our language is a derivative of SR language, following 
SR’s terminology, a communication channel (or a message queue) is still called an 
operation in our language. However, we use the terms “message queue”, “channel”, 
and “operation” interchangeably in the paper. 
b The synchronous Receive statement. This statement can be executed only when 
there is at least one message which has been sent into but not yet received from 
the given operation (a message queue). The var stands for a local variable in the 
process executing the receive statement. After the receipt of a message, oar has 
the content of the received message as its new value. As a further control on the 
synchronization of communication, selective receipt of messages is also provided 
based upon local process state and/or upon the content of the message specified by 
a Synchronization Expression (a bexp) in the statement. 
l The Call statement and the guarded In (Input) statement. Different from the asyn- 
chronous Send statement and the synchronous Receive statement, Call statement 
and In statement provide one-way communication via rendezvous between a caller, 
the process executing a Call statement, and a server-like process executing an In 
statement that receives an message sent by the caller. Similar to the receiving part 
in Hoare’s CSP, In statement provides services for the caller after the rendezvous 
communication takes place. 
l The Co (Co-begin) statement. This statement is used to specify a program consisting 
of a set of concurrently executed processes, i.e., n processes. From a programmer’s 
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perspective, under our current static system model, each process is specified by a 
stmt, a list of statement in general. These concurrently executed processes commu- 
nicate via message passing but do not share memory. In addition to a given stmt, 
a process is also implicitly represented by a process identifier Proc-id which is as- 
signed by the language system and used in our semantic specification. However, this 
Proc-id is transparent to programmers. 
3. The state transition model 
Similar to most work in concurrent program verification [1,4,5,7, 161, our research 
is based on the state transition model. All primitive statements (Assign, Send, Call, and 
Receive) are atomic. Once a process starts executing a primitive statement, whether an 
intra-process statement or a communication primitive, no other process can influence 
that statement’s execution because its intermediate points are not observable. Thus, if 
two primitive statements Cl and C2 are executed concurrently in processes Pl and P2, 
the net effect in our model is either that of C2 followed by C 1, or Cl followed by 
C2. Although we model the concurrent execution of two statements by two processes 
as a linearly ordered sequence of state transitions, the actual order in which selectable 
(i.e., eligible to execute) statements are executed is nondeterministic. Furthermore, by 
structural induction, the execution of a composite statement (If, Do, or In) is modeled 
as an interleaving of the execution of its own atomic components and the execution 
of atomic primitives in other processes. With this view of atomicity, the behavior of 
a distributed program is modeled as a sequence of state transitions, each of which is 
accomplished by an atomic step. 
Since the actual order in which eligible statements of different processes are executed 
is nondeterministic, there are multiple possible interleavings of state transitions, reflect- 
ing concurrency in the language semantics and the nondeterministic execution order 
of simultaneously selectable (i.e., eligible to execute) statements in the state transition 
model. As shown in Fig. 1, consider the sample program involving three processes, in 
the set of possible valid interleavings, the execution of “Send opl(msg3 1)” in process 
P3 can occur either earlier or later than the execution of statements in other processes. 
This is because, by the language semantics, asynchronous messages from the same 
sender to the same message channel have to be well ordered, but the order of mes- 
sages from different senders is nondeterministic. Since a single state transition step 
represents a completed primitive statement, the execution of “Receive op2(v)” in pro- 
cess P2 cannot be selectable until at least one message has been sent to the message 
queue 0~2. 
Therefore, under the state transition model, the following issues must be addressed 
in the specification of operational semantics for a distributed programming language: 
l The intra-process continuation, which defines the dynamic decomposition of a com- 
posite statement into its atomic transition steps; 
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Sample program: (Process PI) ,.. Send op2(msgll); Send op2(msg12) . . 
(Process P2) . . . Receive op2(v) . . . 
(Process P3) . . . Send opl(msg31) . . . 
PI P2 P3 
Send op2(msgl )-k 
-5 Receive op2(v) 
Send 0p2(msg12)~~ 
--3b Send obl(msg31) 
(a) interleaving: . .. Send op2(msgll) Receive op2(v) Send op2(msg12) Send opl(msg3 l)... 
Pl P2 P3 : 
Send oa2(msgl )?i=\, 
Send o~l(msg31) 
-5 ReceivL op2(v) 
Send op2(msg12)4d 
(b) interleaving: Send opl(msg31) Send op2(msgll) Receive op2(v) Send op2(msg12)... 
Pl P2 
Send op2(msgll) 
Send op2(msgl2)$ 
bL Receivf op2(v) 
P3 : 
35 Send o~l(insg31) 
(c) interleaving: . . .Send op2(msgll) Send opl(msg31) Send op2(msg12) Receive op2(v)... 
Fig. 1. Some interleavings in executing a sample program. Arrows show the execution sequence. 
The intra-process sequencing of statements, which defines state transitions of two ad- 
jacent intra-process statements, potentially interleaved with steps of other processes; 
The execution eligibility for the system-wide sequencing, which defines the allowable 
or valid interleavings of state transitions. 
4. The specification of semantics 
The semantic specification for our distributed programming language is very different 
from its counterpart for sequential programming languages. To formalize the semantics 
of concurrency and nondeterminism, our specification has to aggregate the definitions: 
Syntax, State, Continuation, Selection, Meaning, and Co-Meaning. The abstract Syn- 
tax represents the syntactic domain of the language, which is recursively defined as 
a type called Stmt. The State represents the semantic domain. A set of relations, 
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rather than functions, are defined to characterize concurrency and nondeterminism in 
our language semantics and in our state transition model. The relation Continuation 
formalizes intra-process syntactic continuation, representing the “rest” of the compu- 
tation that has to be executed in a process at a given state. The relation Selection 
formalizes the execution eligibility of statements in a state, defining the system-wide 
sequencing of valid interleavings. The Meaning relation specifies possible changes to 
the state after any given state transition by executing a selectable statement. The rela- 
tion Co_Meaning specifies the meaning of the program in our language, i.e., the effect 
on the state of executing the Co statement consisting of a set of concurrently executed 
processes which do not share memory but communicate through message passing. 
4.1. The semantic domain - state 
The program state, simply called state, is abstracted as a configuration aggregating, 
l a collection of processes’ states, each of which consists of a process identifier, a 
process’ local variable bindings called local state, and a list of messages which have 
been received by the process; 
l a shared message pool state, i.e., mappings from an operation (channel) name to its 
message queue with two counters respectively for messages that have been sent into 
and received from the queue; and 
l a collection of processes’ threads, each of which is one process’ syntactic continu- 
ation. 
There are no shared memory variables in processes, whereas the shared message 
pool represents a special kind of shared data. In addition, our current system model 
is static in the sense that there is no creation and deletion of processes during the 
execution of an entire program, i.e., there is no change to processes’ ids or to the 
number of processes in the program state after starting a program execution with n 
given processes. 
State: (Proc_state)list x Pool-state x (Thread)list 
Pool-state: Op -+ OpQueue 
Thread: (Stmt)list 
Procstate: Proc-id x Proc-local-state x Receivedmsglist 
Proc-local-state: Var -+ Value 
OpQueue: (Message)list x Sent-count x Received-count 
Receivedmsglist: (Message)list 
To access the semantic domain, program states, in the semantic specification, auxil- 
iary operations have also been defined. We attempt to name all auxiliary operations in 
a relatively self-explanatory way. For example, for a given state and a given process 
id, function get-thread (of signature State 4 Proc_id + Thread) returns this given 
process’ thread. Other auxiliary operations will be discussed when they appear in the 
semantic specification. In addition, functions provided by HOL system are also used in 
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our specification. SUC is a HOL function for getting the successor of a given natural 
number. FST is a HOL generic function which is used to get the first element in a 
tuple. HD, TL, LENGTH, EL, APPEND, and CONS are all generic functions on 
lists. HD is for getting the head, the first element, of a list. TL returns the tail of a 
given list when it is applied to the list. LENGTH returns the length of a list. When it 
is applied to an integer i and a list, EL returns the ith element in the given list. When 
it is applied to two lists of the same type, APPEND returns a new list by appending 
the second list to the end of the first list. CONS concatenates an element to a list. 
4.2. The ‘Continuation’ relation 
The relation Continuation, which is of signature Thread + Thread + Stmt + 
Proc_localstate 3 Bool, is recursively defined on the syntactic structure of state- 
ments. Primitive statements correspond to atomic state transition steps, while composite 
statements have to be decomposed as an intra-process sequence of state transition steps 
interleaved with steps of other processes. The definition below indicates how an atomic 
primitive is simply “popped off” from the thread and how to decompose a composite 
statement recursively to generate a new thread that represents the syntactic continua- 
tion. Since definitions for all primitive statements are the same, only the definition for 
Send, a representative atomic primitive statement, is given below. The nondeterminism 
in the language semantics is also reflected in the definition. The Mbexp is the meaning 
function for boolean expressions. Is’ in the definition for III statement stands for the 
process’ local state after receiving a message from its caller. 
t &f Continuation oldthread newthread (Send op(iexp)) (Is:Proc_local_state) = 
(newthread = (TL oldthread)) 
Continuation oldthread newthread (If bexpi + stmtl [] bexp2 + stmt2 fi) Is = 
IF -(Mbexp bexpl Is)A y(Mbexp bexp2 Is) 
THEN (newthread = (TL oldthread)) 
ELSE (Mbexp bexpl Is A 
Continuation(APPEND[stmt I](TL oldthread)) newthread stmt 1 Is) V 
(Mbexp bexp2 Is A 
Continuation(APPEND[stmt2](TL oldthread)) newthread stmt2 Is) 
Continuation oldthread newthread (In opl(var) -+ stmtl [] op2(var) + stmt2 ni) Is = 
3 (Is’:Proc_local_state) 
Continuation (APPEND [stmtl](TL oldthread)) newthread stmtl Is’ V 
3 (Is’:Proc_local_state) 
Continuation (APPEND [stmt2](TL oldthread)) newthread stmt2 Is’ 
Continuation oldthread newthread (Do bexpl -+ stmtl [] bexp2 -+ stmt2 od) Is = 
IF -(Mbexp bexpl 1s)A l(Mbexp bexp2 Is) 
THEN (newthread = (TL oldthread)) 
ELSE (Mbexp bexpl Is A 
Continuation (APPEND[stmtl;Do bexpl + stmtl [] bexp2 - stmt2 od] 
(TL oldthread)) newthread stmtl Is) V 
(Mbexp bexp2 Is A 
Continuation (APPEND[stmt2;Do bexpl + stmtl [] bexp2 + stmt2 od] 
(TL oldthread)) newthread stmt2 Is) 
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4.3. The ‘selection’ relution 
In any given state, some statements are always selectable (such as Skip, Assign, 
and Send). Some are only conditionally selectable, reflecting synchronous message 
receiving (e.g., Receive), or rendezvous communication (e.g., Call and In). By defining 
the execution selectability, this relation actually defines the system-wide sequencing 
of valid interleavings. As shown below, the relation Selection, which is of signature 
State --f Stmt 4 Proc_id + Bool, is also a recursive definition. “Receive op(var)” 
is selectable only when there is at least one unreceived message in the given message 
queue op. The number of unreceived messages, the messages which have been sent to 
a given message queue but have not been received yet, is generated by the function 
unreceivedmsg by a simple computation on Sent-count and Received-count of a given 
message queue in the state. “Receive op(var) suchthat bexp” is selectable when the 
synchronization expression hexp is true in the given state by substituting the data of 
the first unreceived message of op for all occurrences of the variable vur in bexp. 
The function Subst Value, of signature Bexp + Var + Value + Bexp, generates a 
new boolean expression after the substitution. The Call statement is selectable when 
its message will be the first unreceived message in the given op, and when there exists 
a process in the system whose first statement in the thread is an In statement. This 
first statement is generated by applying the function CurrentStnzt to the given process’ 
thread. An In statement is selectable when there is only one unreceived message sent 
by a Cull in either message queue opl or 0~2. Function get_$rstmsy_tu.g returns the 
tag (either sent-by-call or sent-by-send) of the first message in a given message queue 
of the given state. Thus, rendezvous communication is modeled by two successive state 
transitions. The definitions for Assign and Do statements (not shown) are similar to 
that for Send and If statements, respectively. 
C clef’ Selection (s:State) (Send op(iexp)) (p:Proc_id) = T 
Selection s (Receive op(var)) p = (unreceivedmsg op (get_pool_state s) 3 I) 
Selection s (Receive op(var) suchthat bexp) p = 
(unreceivedmsg op (get_pool_state s) > 1) A 
Mbexp(SubstValue bexp var (get_first_msg op s)) (get-localktate s p) 
Selection s (stmtl ; stmt2) p = Selection s stmtl p 
Selection s (Call op(iexp)) p = 
(unreceived_msg op (get.pool_state s) = 0) A 
3 p’ opl op2 v stmtl stmt2. 
(CurrentStmt(get_thread s p’) = (In opl(v) + stmtl [] op2(v) 4 stmt2 ni)) A 
((opl=op) v (op2=op)) 
Selection s (In opl(var) 4 stmtl [] op2(var) + stmt2 ni) p = 
((unreceivedmsg opl (get-pool-state s) = 1) A 
(get-firstmsg-tag opl (get_pool_state s) = sent-by-call)) v 
((unreceivedmsg op2 (get-pool-state s) = 1) A 
(get-firstmsg-tag op2 (get_pool_state s) = sent-by-call)) 
Selection s (If bexpl - stmtl [] bexp2 + stmt2 fi) p = 
(- Mbexp bexpl(get_local_state s p) A 1 Mbexp bexp2(get_local_state s p))V 
(Mbexp bexpl (get_local_state s p) A Selection s stmtl p) v 
(Mbexp bexp2 (get_local_state s p) A Selection s stmt2 p) 
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4.4. The ‘Meaning’ relation for statements 
The relation Meaning, which is of signature Stmt ---) State + State + Proc-id 
-+ Bool, specifies the complete effect on any given state by executing a selectable 
statement in a process. Thus, Meaning statement state1 state2 p equals true if state2 
can be reached from state1 by executing statement in process p, The most important 
feature of this relation is that all possible interleavings are taken into account and 
nondeterminism is permitted, through the following definition steps. 
4.4.1. The meaning of atomic statements 
The relation m-atomicstmt specifies that an atomic state transition by a process is 
allowed only if its current atomic statement satisfies relations on valid interleavings and 
continuation, constrained by Selection and Continuation. We give the definitions of this 
relation for several statements only, due to the fact that the definitions for all atomic 
statements are very similar. The definition also reflects that the main semantic differ- 
ence between two Receive statements, with and without a Synchronization Expression 
respectively, is the definition of their execution eligibility reflected by Selection. 
k def m_atomic_stmt (v := iexp) (sl:State) (s2:State) (p:Proc_id) = 
Selection sl (v := iexp) p A 
Continuation (get-thread sl p) (get-thread s2 p) (v := iexp) (get_local_state sl p) A 
mAssign v iexp sl s2 p 
matomicstmt (Send op(iexp)) sl s2 p = 
Selection sl (Send op(iexp)) p A 
Continuation (get-thread sl p) (get-thread s2 p) (Send op(iexp)) (get_local_state sl p)A 
m-Send op iexp sl s2 p 
m_atomic_stmt (Receive op(var)) sl s2 p = 
Selection sl (Receive op(var)) p A 
Continuation (get-thread sl p) (get-thread s2 p) (Receive op(var)) (get_local_state sl p)A 
m-Receive op var sl s2 p 
m_atomic_stmt (Receive op(var) suchthat bexp) sl s2 p = 
Selection sl (Receive op(var) suchthat bexp) p A 
Continuation (get-thread sl p) (get-thread s2 p) 
(Receive op(var) suchthat bexp) (get_local_state sl p)A 
mReceive op var sl s2 p 
Relations on the execution effect of selectable atomic statements are specified. In the 
definition below, Miexp is the meaning function for integer expressions. Notice that 
there is no shared memory in the system and variables in different processes have differ- 
ent names. Function getAll_procstate (of signature State --+ Procstate) is defined for 
getting all processes’ states from a given program state. Functions get-local-Gate (of 
signature State ---f Proc-id -+ Proc-localstate) and get-receivedmsglist (of signature 
State + Proc_id + Receivedmsglist) are used to get a particular process’ local state 
and list of messages received respectively. getprocstate is for obtaining one given 
process’ state. Similarly, getpoolstate (of signature State + Poolstate) is used to 
get the message pool state in a given program state. The function mkmsg generates a 
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message of type Value x Proc_id x Tag, where Proc_id is the sender’s id and Tag is 
of value either sent-by-Send or sent-by-Call. m-Skip indicates no effect on the state by 
executing a Skip statement. mAsign indicates the only effect on the state, the change 
of the value of only one given variable in the given process’ local state. m-Send and 
m-Call specify the only effect on the shared pool state by adding a single message into 
a given message queue. The newsent-list characterizes the effect of inserting a new 
message into a given message queue. It asserts that messages from the same sender 
are well ordered because the latest message sent by the same process is located at the 
end of the list of all messages from the same process in the given queue generated by 
msglistsent-by-proc. But the order of messages from different senders is indeterminate 
because there is no constraint on that order at all. m_Receiue specifies the effect on the 
pool by “removing” the first message in the given queue and the effect of changing 
the value of the given variable with the content of received message. 
F &fm_Skip (sl:State) (s2:State) (p:Proc_id) = (sl = s2) 
f &/‘mAssign (v:Var) (e:IExp) (sl:State) (s2:State) (p:Proc_id) = 
((get_localLstate s2 p) = 
(changeproc-state v (Miexp e (get_local_state sl p)) (get_local_state sl p))) A 
((get_receivedmsglist s2 p) = (getreceivedmsglist sl p)) A 
v (p’:Proc.id) (-(p’=p) A valid-in-state sl p’) =+ 
((getproc-state sl p’) = (get_proc_state s2 p’)) A 
((get_poolLstate sl) = (get_pool_state ~2)) 
t &f change_procstate (v:Var) (data:Value) (ls:Proc_local_state) (x:Var) = 
IF (x = v) THEN data ELSE (1s x) 
k def m-Send (op:Op) (e:lExp) (sl:State) (s2:State) (p:Proc_id) = 
LET pool1 = (get_poolstate sl ) IN 
((get_all_proc_state sl) = (get-allproc-state ~2)) A 
((get_poolLstate s2) = 
(change_pool_state op (opQ_addmsg op (mk_msg e sl p sent-by-send) ~0011) pooll)) 
k drf’opQ_addmsg (op:Op) (msg:Message) (pool:Pool_state) = 
((new_sent_list op msg pool), (get-sent-count op pool)+ 1, (get_received_count op pool)) 
t def change-pool-state (op:Op) (new_opqueue:OpQueue) (pool:Pool_state) (op’:Op) = 
IF (op’ = op) THEN new_opqueue ELSE (pool op’) 
k &j new-sent-list (op:Op) (msg:Message) (oldpool:Pool_state) = 
LET oldlist = (getmsg-list op oldpool) AND p = (get_proc_id msg) IN 
i: (newlist:(Message)list) 
((APPEND (msglist_sent_by_proc oldlist p) [msg]) = (msglist_sent_by_proc newlist p)) A 
V (p’:Proc_id) (-(p’=p) A valid_in_pool oldpool p’) + 
((msglist_sent_by_proc oldlist p’) = (msglistsent_by_proc newlist p’)) 
C def m-Call (op:Op) (e:IExp) (sl:State) (s2:State) (p:Proc_id) = 
LET pool1 = (get_pool_state sl) IN 
((getall_proc_state sl ) = (get_all_proc_state ~2)) A 
((get-pool-state s2) = 
(change_pool_state op (opQ_addmsg op (mkmsg e sl p sent-by-Call) pooll) pooll)) 
C r&m-Receive (op:Op) (v:Var) (s1:State) (s2:State) (p:Proc_id) = 
LET pool I = (get_pool_state sl ) AND 
data = FST(get_firstmsg op (getpoolstate sl)) IN 
((get_localLstate s2 p) = (change_proc_state v data (get_local_state sl p))) A 
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Fig. 2. Intra-process sequence of state transitions possibly interleaved with system-wide state transitions by 
other processes. 
((get_receivedmsglist s2 p) = CONS (get_firstmsg op pool) (get_receivedmsglist s2 p)) A 
V (p’:Proc_id) (-(p’=p) A valid-in-state sl p’) + 
((get-proc_state sl p’) = (get-proc_state s2 p’)) A 
((get-pool-state ~2) = (change_pool_state op (opQ_dequeue_msg op pool1 ) pool1 )) 
k def opQ_dequeuemsg (op:Op) (pool:Pool_state) = 
((getmsglist op pool), (getsentxount op pool), ((getxeceived-count op pool) +1)) 
4.4.2. The meaning of intra-process sequencing 
The effect on a state by the intra-process sequence of state transitions, possibly 
interleaved with system-wide valid state transitions by other processes, is defined by 
the relation m-proc_Seq. The existence of possible interleavings, as shown in Fig. 2, 
is specified by relations msys_interleaving and nsteps. The atomic-of program (HD 
SL) asserts that each step in the interleaving corresponds to an atomic statement of the 
given program of a list of statements, each of which is, in general, a list of statement 
for a given process. The m-atomicstmt (HD SL) (HD slist) (HD( TL slist)) (HD 
plist) guarantees that each step in the interleaving is a valid state transition which 
satisfies the system-wide execution eligibility and the continuation in its own process. 
It is also asserted by the m_proc_Seq that other processes’ effects on the state will not 
change this given process’ own local state and this process’ own effect on the shared 
message pool, i.e., the messages which have been sent to and received from the pool 
by this process. This effect on the pool is recorded in the Poolstate and Procstate 
and retrieved by function proc_@ect_on_pool. 
t def m_proc_Seq (transl,trans2: State---State+Proc_id+Bool) (sl,s2:State)(p:Proc_id)= 
3 (s3:State) (s4:State) (program:(Stmt)list) 
((get_local_state s3 p) = (get_locaLstate s4 p)) A 
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((proc_effect_on_pool s3 p) = (proc_effect_on_pool s4 p)) A 
transl sl s3 p A trans2 s4 s2 p A m-sys_interleaving s3 s4 program 
k def m_sys_interleaving (sl:State) (s2:State) (program:(Stmt)hst) = 
3 (n:Num) (SL:(Stmt)list) (slist:(State)list) (plist:(Proc_id)list) 
((HD slist) = sl) A ((EL (LENGTH slist) sl) = s2) A 
((LENGTH SL) = II) A ((LENGTH plist) = n) A ((LENGTH slist) = n+l) A 
n-steps n SL slist plist program sl s? 
F &f n-steps 0 SL slist plist program sl s2 = (sl = s2) 
n-steps (SUC n) SL slist plist program sl s2 = 
((HD slist) = sl) A ((EL (LENGTH slist) slist) = s2) A 
atomic-of program (HD SL) A 
m-atomicstmt (HD SL) (HD slist) (HD(TL slist)) (HD plist) A 
n-steps n (TL SL) (TL slist) (TL plist) program (HD(TL slist)) s2 
4.4.3. The full dejinition oj’ ‘Meaning’ relation 
The definition of the meaning relation for composite statements recursively depends 
on the meaning relations of their component statements. The effect on the state by 
executing a selectable composite statement in a process, where interleavings with other 
processes are possible, is defined by relations m-If, m-Do, mh, etc. By structural 
induction, the state transitions caused by these statements are reduced to their compo- 
nents satisfying appropriate conditions, such as the nondeterministic guard checking, 
the relations of state transitions for atomic statements, and the relation of the intra- 
process sequencing. This means that the state transition accomplished by a composite 
statement is reduced recursively to state transitions accomplished by its component 
statements which must all satisfy relations on valid interleavings as well. In this way, 
the concurrency and nondetetminism in the state transition model are completely spec- 
ified. Notice that, because of the reduction, the arguments trunsl and trand in the 
definitions m-If and mproc-Seq are of the signature State + State + Proc-id + 
Bool, rather than simply the type Stmt for statements. The definition of Meaning 
relation shows what these transl and truns2 really represent and how relations for 
composition statements, such as m_Ij; m_proc_Sey, mDo, and mh, are used. 
t def Meaning (Send op(e)) sl s2 p=m_atomic_stmt (Send op(e)) sl s2 p 
Meaning (stmtl ; stmt2) sl s2 p= 
Selection sl (stmtl ; stmt2) p A 
Continuation (get-thread sl p)(get_thread s2 p) (stmtl;stmt2)(get_local_state sl p)A 
m.proc_Seq (Meaning stmtl) (Meaning stmt2) sl s2 p 
Meaning (If bexpl ---L stmtl [] bexp2 + stmt2 fi) sl s2 p= 
Selection sl (If bexpl - stmtl [] bexp2 + stmt2 fi) p A 
Continuation (get-thread sl p) (get-thread s2 p) 
(If bexpl + stmtl [] bexp2 + stmt2 fi) (get_local_state sl p) A 
m_If bexpl bexp2 (Meaning stmtl) (Meaning stmt2) sl s2 p 
Meaning (Do bexpl + stmtl [] bexpl + stmt2 od) sl s2 p = 
Selection sl (Do bexpl + stmtl [] bexp2 + stmt2 od) p A 
Continuation (get-thread sl p) (get-thread s2 p) 
(Do bexpl 4 stmtl [] bexp2 + stmt2 od) (get_local_state sl p) A 
m-Do bexpl bexp2 (Meaning stmtl ) (Meaning stmt2) sl s2 p 
Meaning (In opl(var) + stmtl [] op2(var) + stmt2 ni) sl s2 p= 
Selection sl (In opl(var) -+ stmtl [] op2(var) + stmt2 ni) p A 
Continuation (get-thread sl p) (get-thread s2 p) 
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(In opl(var) --f stmtl [] op2(var) --) stmt2 ni) (get_local_state sl p) A 
m_In opl op2 var (Meaning stmtl ) (Meaning stmt2) sl s2 p 
k def m_lf (bl,b2:Bexp) (transl,trans2: State+State-tProcid-Bool) (sl,s2:State)(p:Proc_id) = 
(l(Mbexp bl (get_localstate sl p)) A +Mbexp b2 (getlocal_state sl p)) A (sl =s2)) V 
(Mbexp bl (get_local_state sl p) A transl sl s2 p) V 
(Mbexp b2 (get_local_state sl p) A trans2 sl s2 p) 
k def mh (opl,op2:Op) (v:Var) 
(transl,trans2:State+State+Proc_id+Bool) (sl,sZ:State) (p:Proc_id) = 
(3 (s’:State) mReceive opl v sl s’ p A transl s’ s2 p) V 
(3 (s’:State) mReceive op2 v sl s’ p A trans2 s’ s2 p) 
k def mDo (bl,b2:Bexp) (transl,trans2:State+State+Proc_id+Bool) (sl,s2:State) (p:Procid) = 
3 (n:Num) Iter n bl b2 transl trans2 sl s2 p 
k def lter 0 bl b2 transl trans2 sl s2 p = 
(7 (Mbexp bl (get_local_state sl p)) A 1 (Mbexp b2 (get_local_state sl p)) A (sl =s2)) 
Iter (WC n) bl b2 transl trans2 sl s2 p = 
(3 (s’:State) Mbexp bl (get_localstate sl p) A 
transl sl s’ p A Iter n bl b2 transl trans2 sl s’ p) V 
(3 (s’:State) Mbexp b2 (get_local_state sl p) A 
trans2 sl s’ p A Iter n bl b2 transl trans2 s’ s2 p) 
4.5. The ‘Co-Meaning relation 
The meaning of programs is specified by the relation called Co-Meaning. This re- 
lation is of signature (Stmt)list + (Proc_id)list + State + State + Bool, because 
a program in our language is represented by the Co statement which consists of a 
set of concurrently executed processes, each of which is specified by a statement (in 
most cases a composite statement with the recursive structure of statement sequence) 
and also assigned by a process id. This relation is satisfied if the final state s2 can 
be reached by beginning the concurrent execution of the program in the start state 
sl, with respect to each particular ith process for executing its ith statement within 
the program. For each particular ith process, its execution’s start state sl’ and final 
state ~2’ are possibly different from the start state sl and final state s2 of executing 
the entire program, due to the potential system-wide interleavings before and after this 
ith process’ execution. Since the concurrent execution of atomic statements is modeled 
as a linearly ordered state transitions, and the execution of a composition statement 
is modeled as the sequential state transitions of its own atomic components inter- 
leaved with other process’ atomic transitions, relation Co-Meaning specifies completely 
“what can happen” in the semantic domain by the concurrent execution of a distributed 
program. 
t- def Co-Meaning (program:(Stmt)list) (sl:State) (s2:State) (plist:(Proc_id)list) = 
V (i:num) 3 (sl’:State) (s2’:State) 
m_sysinterleaving sl sl’ program A 
m-sys_interleaving ~2’ s2 program A 
(getproc-state sl (EL i plist) = get_proc_state sl’ (EL i plist)) A 
(getproc_state ~2’ (EL i plist)=get_proc_state s2 (EL i plist)) A 
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(proc_effect_on_pool sl (EL i plist)=proc_effect_on_pool sl’ (EL i plist)) A 
(proc_effect_on_pool ~2’ (EL i plist)=proc_effect_on_pool s2 (EL i plist)) A 
Meaning (EL i program) sl’ ~2’ (EL i plist) 
5. The verification of a programming logic 
In this section we describe how to prove the soundness of a programming logic 
for our language, with respect to its semantics. Compared with our early exercise 
on mechanizing a smaller programming logic [ 191, the work presented in this paper 
differs significantly in the semantic formalization, besides the enhancements to both the 
language and the programming logic. Reflecting our semantic formalization defined in 
the previous section, concurrency and nondeterminism have been completely handled 
in the semantic specification for our language, of which the mechanized programming 
logic is proved as the logical implication. 
Similar to [l I], an abstract syntax of an assertion language is defined for handling 
the backward substitution by syntactic manipulation. However, because of the message 
passing constructs and the related concurrency and nondeterminism, the abstract struc- 
ture of our assertion language is not as simple as that of [ 1 l] for a sequential language. 
In addition to assertions on a process’ internally visible local state, our abstract syntax 
also includes global invariants, assertions on externally visible properties of the shared 
message pool. Programmers can state global invariant properties of each message queue 
in terms of the queue, operations (add, dequeue, etc.) on the queue, and counters of 
messages ever sent into or received from the queue, to characterize their programs’ 
communication behaviors, such as the ordering of messages in the queues, the absence 
of message loss and duplication. 
5.1. The specification of partiul correctness 
The partial correctness specification in our logic has two levels, the intra-process par- 
tial correctness specification and the global partial correctness specification. 
The definition of the relation SPEC shown below gives our formalization of intra- 
process partial correctness specification, which is also represented by the following 
notation 
where S is any statement except for the Co statement, the term GI in our programming 
logic is the assertion of global invariant property on shared queues in the message 
pool, P and Q are assertions on a given process’ local variables. The meaning of this 
notation for intra-process partial correctness specification is given by the definition of 
SPEC shown below. For examples, the meaning of {P, GI} S {Q, GI}, is defined by 
SPEC P Q GZ S, and the meaning of {T, GI} S {T, GZ}, or simply { GZ} S { GZ}, is 
defined by SPEC T T GZ S where T (truth value) asserts no constraints on local states 
and only GI is of interest. In the definition below, ALAS is the meaning function of 
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signature Assertion + Proc_localstate + Boo1 for assertions P and Q, and M_GI 
is the meaning function for the given program’s global invariant GI, which is of 
signature GIAssertion + Proc-localstate + Poolstate -+ Bool. get_all_localstate 
(of signature State -+ localstate) composes all processes’ local states from a given 
program state. Since an assertion on process’ local state and an assertion of program’s 
global invariant are examined in different ways in our formalization, we use ‘0” rather 
than “A” between P and GI (between Q and GI as well) in the notation for the intra- 
process partial correctness specification, emphasizing the difference between these two 
kinds of assertions. 
Similar to the formalization of intra-process partial correctness specification, the def- 
inition of the relation G_SPEC gives our formalization of the global partial correctness 
specification, which is also represented by the following notation 
{{P-list, GZ}} program {{Q-list, GI}}, 
where the program is defined by the Co statement for specifying the concurrent exe- 
cution. P-list and Q-list are lists of assertions on processes’ internal local states, the 
ith elements of which is taken with respect to a particular process for executing the 
ith statement within the program, a sequence of statements. Our formalization below 
also explains the reason that “,” rather than “A” is used between P-list and GI (be- 
tween Q-list and GI as well) in our notation for program’s global partial correctness 
specification, the meaning of which is given by the definition of the relation GSPEC. 
Notice that it is the formalization of above notations, the definitions of SPEC and 
G_SPEC for intra-process partial correctness specification and global partial correct- 
ness specification, is employed in our mechanical soundness proof of the programming 
logic. 
I- def SPEC P Q GI S = 
V sl s2 p (MAS P (get-local-state sl p) A 
M_.GI GI (get_all_local_state sl) (get-pool-state sl) A 
Meaning S sl s2 p) 
(JMAS Q (get_local_state s2 p) A 
M_GI GI (getall_local_state ~2) (get_pool_state ~2)) 
f def’ GSPEC P-list Q-list GI program = 
V sl s2 plist (V i MAS (EL i P-list) (get_local_state sl (EL i plist)) A 
M_GI GI (get_all_local_state sl) (get-pool-state sl) A 
Co-Meaning program sl s2 plist) 
s i M-AS (EL i Q-list) (get_local_state s2 (EL i plist)) A 
M-G1 Gl (get_all_local_state sl ) (get_pool_state ~2)) 
5.2. The proved sound programming logic 
The following theorems of Lemma1 to Lemma5 are proved with respect to the 
semantic specification of our language. Lemma1 to Lemma4 are used as lemmas in 
the soundness proof of the programming logic for our language, in the part related 
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to backward substitutions. Below, bexp stands for the synchronization expression used 
in the Receive statement. The notation A[uur+exp] represents the substitution of the 
expression exp for the variable uar in the assertion A, ls[vars=va] represents the state 
change in the process’ local state Is by giving the variable VU a new value va. Similarly, 
Gl[optu&I((op,msg)] is the substitution of add(op,msg) for the operation named op 
in the assertion of the global invariant GZ, and pool[op+&I(op,msg)] is the state 
change of the message pool by binding a new message queue with op after adding one 
message msg into the message queue op. 
Lemmal: k MAS (P[var+exp]) Is= 
M-AS P (Is[var+(Mexp exp Is)]) 
Lemma2: C M-G1 (GI[op+-add(p,msg)]) IS p001 = 
M-GI GI Is (pool[op+add(op,msg)]) 
Lemma3: k M-G1 (GI [vartfirst_msg(op)] [optdequeue(op)]) Is pool = 
M_GI GI (Is[var+irstmsg(op)]) (pool[op+dequeue(op)]) 
Lemma4: k Mbexp (bexp[var+firstmsg(op)]) Is = 
Mbexp bexp (Is [var+firstmsg(op)]) 
Lemma5 is the proved theorem which says that if a given assertion of global invari- 
ant GI is true in a start state of a valid interleaving of atomic steps, the GI will be true 
in this interleaving’s final state, provided that state transitions of all atomic statements 
in the program keep the GZ satisfied. This lemma is used to prove the soundness of 
Intra-Process Sequencing Rule listed in the next section. Since other process’ state 
transitions do not affect a given process’ local state, the possible interleavings of other 
processes will not falsify assertions on this given process’ local variables. However, 
these interleavings may affect the shared message pool. This is why it has to be proved 
that the potential interleavings will not falsify the GI as well. 
Notice that the premise of this proved theorem Lemma5 does not quantify over all 
possible interleavings, but quantifies over all atomic statements. Since all atomic state- 
ments of a given program, including those components in composite statements, can be 
generated statically by decomposing the syntactic structure of the program, and since 
any valid transition step is an instance of an atomic statement in the program which 
is the only thing visible and manipulable when proving the program, the reasoning 
about nondeterministic interleavings is reduced to the reasoning about a deterministic 
set of atomic statements by this theorem. Therefore, in verifying a program, there is no 
need to exhibit all possible nondeterministic interleavings, or all sequences of program 
execution. 
Lemma5: k V Gl program V (stmt:Stmt) atomic-of program stmt A SPEC T T GI stmt 
=+ 
V sl s2 (M_GI GI (get_allLlocal_state sl) (get-pool-state sl) A 
m-sys-interleaving sl s2 program) 
s 
M-G1 GI (get_all.local_state ~2) (get_pool_state s2) 
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Using the semantic specification, above lemmas, and the formalization of intra- 
process partial correctness specification and global partial correctness specification, the 
soundness of a Hoare-style programming logic for our language has been mechanically 
proved. That is, all axioms and inference rules in the programming logic have been 
mechanically proved as theorems, which are the logical implication of the operational 
semantics specified. Representative theorems are listed below. Axioms have weakest 
pre-conditions. Theorems with stronger pre-conditions or weaker post-conditions can be 
deduced by the proved traditional rules for strengthening pre-conditions or for weaken- 
ing post-conditions. Notice that the Zntra-Process Sequencing Rule has a very different 
appearance from its counterpart called the Sequencing Rule for sequential languages, 
because the intra-process sequencing in the distributed languages has potential inter- 
leavings with other processes as specified by mprodeq. These interleavings will not 
falsify the given global invariants GZ, if any atomic transition in the program keeps GZ 
satisfied, as guaranteed by the theorem Lemma5. The Co Rule assures the correctness 
of the mechanical proof composition for the entire distributed program, after single 
processes are verified. 
Thm_SendAxiom: 
t {P, (GZ[OP + add(op,msg(e))l)} Send op(e) {P, Gz) 
ThmReceiveAxioml : 
1 {(Qiv + elk (WV + el[v t dequeue(op)])} Receive op(u) {Q, GZ} 
where e =jrstmsg(op) 
ThmReceive Axiom2 : 
k {<<Q A W[u + elh (WV + el[op t dequeue(op)])} Receive op( V) suchthat 
B {QAB, GZ} 
where e =jrstmsg(op) 
Thm_CallAxiom: 
k {P, (GZ[op +- add(op,msg(e))l)} Call op(e) {P, Gz> 
Thm-IfRule: 
PAGZAT(B~AB~)+(QAGZ), 
~ {P A Bl, GZ} stmtl {Q, GZ}, {P A B2, GZ} stmt2 {Q, GZ} 
{P, GZ} If Bl -+stmtl [] B2+stmt2 fi {Q, GZ} 
Thm-InRule: 
{P, GZ} Receive opl(u) {Rl, GZ}, {El, GZ} stmtl {Q, GZ}, 
’ 
{P, GZ) Receive op2(v) (R2, GZ}, (R2, GZ} stmt2 {Q, GZ} 
{P, GZ} In opl( ) v +stmtl [] op2(v)+stmt2 ni {Q, GZ} 
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Thm_Intra-Process-Sequencing-Rule: 
{P, GZ} SLl {R, GZ}, (R, GZ} XL2 {Q, GZ}, 
~ lfstmt. atomic-of program stmt =+ {GI} stmt {GI} 
{P, GZ} SLI ; SL2 {Q, GZ} 
Thm-Co-Rule: 
Vi. (Pi, GI) SLi (Qi, GZ}, 
~ btmt. atomic-of‘ (Co SLl I/ . . . // SLn oc) stmt + {GI} stmt {GZ} 
{{P-list, GZ}} Co SLl // . . . // SLn oc {{Q-list, GI}} 
Notice that again, in above proved theorems, there is no any quantification over 
all possible interleavings, but the quantification over all atomic statement. The rea- 
soning about nondeterministic interleavings has been reduced to the reasoning about 
a deterministic set of atomic statements. This reduction is very important to make 
the sound programming logic practical, because, when the program to be verified 
gets larger, the number of all possible interleavings increases exponentially. The ex- 
hibition of all potential nondeterministic program sequences is not tractable. How- 
ever, following the increase of the size of a program to be verified, the number 
of all atomic statements in the program will only get a non-exponential increase. 
Reasoning about a deterministic set of atomic statements is manageable and can be 
mechanized. 
6. The verification of an exemplary program prover 
For the forward proof of distributed programs in our language, the mechanically 
proved sound axioms and inference rules for language constructs have already formed 
a verified prover, because all proved axioms and rules can be employed directly for the 
mechanical proof construction, following the LCF-style [ 131. Taking into account that 
backward proofs, i.e., the goal directed proofs, are more manageable, three functions are 
defined to form a VCG (Verification Condition Generator) for constructing backward 
proofs. The pro+vcg, of signature (Assertion)& + (Assertion)list + GZ-Assertion -+ 
program + VCS, is the top-level function. It takes a program, a list of pre-conditions 
P-list on processes’ local variables, a list of post-conditions Q-list on processes’ lo- 
cal variables, and a global invariant of assertion GZ on the shared message pool, and 
generates a conjunction of verification conditions for the partial correctness proof of 
the program which is of n processes. The stmt-vcg, of signature Stmt + Assertion + 
Assertion + GZAssertion + VCS, generates the conjunction of verification condi- 
tions for proving the correctness of the given statement. The pre-vcg, of signature Stmt 
+ Assertion + GZAssertion + (Assertion x GZAssertion x VCS), is a recursive 
definition on the language’s syntactic structure. This function takes a statement, a post- 
condition Q, and a global invariant GZ, and returns a pre-condition and verification 
conditions, with respect to the given statement. Following the proved sound program- 
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ming logic where axioms have weakest preconditions, the pre-conditions for primitive 
statements generated by pre-vcg are weakest pre-conditions as well. Therefore, it is 
required to prove verification conditions generated by pre_vcg, stmt_vcg, and prog_vcg 
to establish the correctness of a program being verified. 
F def‘prog-vcg P-list Q-list Gl (Co stmtl//...//stmtn oc) = 
(V i stmtvcg stmti (El i P-list) (EL i Q-list) GI) A 
(V stmt. atomic-of (Co stmtl//...l/stmtn oc) stmt =+- {GI} stmt {GI}) 
F def stmt_vcg stmt P Q GI = 
LET (prep, preGI, VCs)=prevcg stmt Q GI IN 
(P A GI + prep A preG1) A VCs 
I- def pre-vcg Skip Q GI = (Q, GI, T) 
pre_vcg (var := e) Q GI = (Q[varte], GI[var+-e], T) 
pre_vcg (Send op(e)) Q GI = (Q, GI[op+-add(op,msg(e))], T) 
pre-vcg (Receive op(var)) Q GI = 
(Q[vartfirstmsg(op)], GI[vartfirstmsg(op)][optdequeue(op)], T) 
pre_vcg (stmtl ; stmt2) Q GI = 
LET (preP2, preGI2, ~2) = pre_vcg stmt2 Q GI IN 
LET (prePI, preG11, ~1) = pre_vcg stmtl prep2 GI IN 
(preP1, GI, vcl A vc2 A (GI + preG11) A (GI + preG12) A 
(V stmt. atomic-of program stmt =S {GI} stmt {GI})) 
pre_vcg (If bexpl + stmtl [] bexp2 + stmt2) Q GI= 
LET (preP1, preGII, vcl) =pre_vcg stmtl Q GI AND 
LET (preP2, preGt2, vc2) =pre_vcg stmt2 Q Gl IN 
((bexpl+ prePI) A (bexpZ+preP2), GI, 
vcl A VC~A (GI=+preGIl) A (GI*preGIZ) A (PAGIA-bexplAybexp2JQAGl)) 
To verify this program prover, i.e., to achieve the correctness of the VCG functions 
defined above, the following theorems have to be proved from the axioms and infer- 
ence rules. Since the proved theorems of axioms and rules in our logic are used as 
lemmas, and since the definition of above functions are guided by this mechanically 
proved sound logic, the proof of the following theorems is actually straightforward. 
These theorems guarantee that the truth of the verification conditions generated by 
such a VCG is proved sufficient to verify the correctness of the program with assertions 
annotated. 
Thm_pre_vcg: t V stmt Q GI LET (prep, preG1, VC)= pre_vcg stmt Q GI IN 
VC + {prep, PreGI} stmt {Q, GI} 
Thm_stmt_vcg: t V stmt P Q GI (stmt-vcg stmt P Q GI) =+- {P, GI} stmt {Q, GI) 
Thm_prog_vcg: F V stmtl, ___, stmtn, P-list, Q-list, GI 
(prog_vcg Phst Q-list GI (Co stmtl//...//stmtn oc)) + 
{{P-list, GI}} (Co stmtlii...//stmtn oc) {{Q-list, GI}} 
Therefore, in our method, a mechanized and sound programming logic can be applied 
to the development of verified verification tools for programs. Such program prover is 
sound, as both forward proofs and backward proofs for distributed programs can be 
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mechanically constructed with soundness assured. This development is also practical 
from the verification of a programming logic to the development of verified verification 
tools for distributed programs, because of the following reasons: 
l As shown in theorems of Lemmu 5, ThmJntru-Process_Seyuencing_Rule, as well 
as Thm_Co_Rule, there is no quantification over all possible dynamic interleavings 
of atomic state transition steps, but only the quantification over all static atomic 
statements of a given program. This makes it tractable for the program prover, de- 
veloped from the sound programming logic, to generate proof conditions or obliga- 
tions, even if for large distributed programs, because the increase of generated proof 
conditions for large programs with a deterministic set of atomic statements is non- 
exponential. 
l Because of the use of structural induction, and because of the definition of a set 
of relations to characterize concurrency and nondeterminism, the specification of the 
language semantics and the verification of its programming logic can be scaled up 
to larger programming languages and their programming logics. 
l Also, because structural induction is used in the specification and verification, and 
because the quantification in the programming logic is only over static atomic state- 
ments of any given distributed program, the verification of the program prover devel- 
oped from a programming logic is scalable as well, following further enhancements 
of both the programming language and its programming logic. 
7. Conclusion 
Our research has shown how to formalize, under the state transition model, the op- 
erational semantics of a distributed programming language in terms of relations that 
capture the concurrency and nondeterminism inherent in such a language; how to me- 
chanically prove the soundness of a programming logic from the semantic specifica- 
tion; how the sound programming logic can be used to mechanically verify a program 
prover, and how to perform all above in the same formalism. The specification and 
verification have been carried out in the Cambridge HOL theorem proving system, 
gaining the advantage of machine-checked properness in carrying out proofs. Our dis- 
tributed programming language and its programming logic presented are small, but 
non-trivial, resulting in a non-trivial work of machine-checked formal specification and 
verification. We believe that our method is scalable to larger and more comprehensive 
distributed programming languages and their programming logics, as discussed in the 
paper. 
Since the soundness proof of the programming logic, the correctness proof of its 
program prover, as well as the verification of application programs by the verified 
prover are all mechanically carried out in the same formalism embedded in HOL the 
semantic consistency between our distributed programming language and its mecha- 
nized programming logic is guaranteed. Furthermore, the same operational semantics 
specified has been employed in the HOL machine-checked formal verification of the 
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language implementation in a layered distributed computing system from our distributed 
programming language to the interface of a communication network [20]. The result 
of this related work can further strengthen the semantic consistency required and as- 
sure that the programming logic does hold semantically with respect to the semantics 
specified which is guaranteed by the language implementation. 
Although the focus of this paper is not on the “object-level” verification of ap- 
plication programs, the exemplary verified program prover presented can be directly 
used for this purpose. Since the prover is embedded in HOL system, the soundness 
and rigor of program verification can be assured. However, directly using such a 
prover by programmers requires ordinary programmers to interact with the theorem 
proving system and to handle with complicated notations. Meeting this requirement is 
not always feasible or achievable. A related work in progress is to develop a verifi- 
cation environment, aiming at providing ordinary programmers access to a program 
prover embedded in HOL system but relieving them of tedious proof details per- 
formed by the theorem proving system [ 171. This environment is also intended to 
help ordinary programmers to obtain appropriate assertions, especially assertions of 
global invariants through a heuristic program verification process. When such an user- 
friendly environment is built on top of our verified programming logic and verified 
program prover presented, the soundness of the mechanical verification for distributed 
programs is assured. This provides the best way of using such a verified program 
prover, emphasizing on the “meta-level” issues in program verification discussed in the 
Section 1. 
Similar to the approach by [4] towards programming logics for concurrent and dis- 
tributed languages, this paper focuses on the semantic formalization and the establish- 
ment of mechanically proved soundness of the programming logic for our distributed 
programming language, which is always required for a mechanized programming logic 
to be of use. As the major task of our future work beyond the effort presented in 
this paper, we intend to establish the mechanically proved completeness for the pro- 
gramming logic, which is another property of interest in such a logic. We believe our 
programming logic is complete and plan to take a significant effort in carrying out the 
completeness proof, which is supposed to be very involved and tedious [4], by using 
HOL system as well, rather than by an error-prone manual proof. In addition to the 
completeness proof, we also intend to cover the issue of total correctness and enhance 
both the language and the programming logic. 
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